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How did you get into social media?
It was after my MBA*. I realized that 
the corporate world1 is really not for me. 
I was working in education as an MBA 
program manager for a university, but 
I really felt like: “What am I doing here? Why 
did I get an MBA to just work at a school?” 
I didn’t speak Czech and I didn’t think 
I would be able to get a good job.

But I just loved stuff on the internet 
and social media. I joined my first social 
network in 1999. I loved it when people 
were suddenly discovered or stuff went viral 
(= became very popular online). 

We had a marketing professor, and 
I always sent him videos and things I found 
online. I helped him organize an event 
on digital marketing that brought all of 
the professors of the MBA program from 
the US to the Czech Republic. He had a lot 
of the traditional “old school” examples, 
like Starbucks and Nestle. He came to me 
and said, “Hey, do you want to do a little 
talk at the end about, you know, that viral 
stuff that you like?” 

There were 100+ serious business 
people there. At the end I had three slides 
(= pictures in a presentation), including 
one of me dressed up as a zombie at 
the zombie march. I used that to describe 
viral marketing. 

It started in a small town in America. 
They wanted to market the midnight 
showings at their horror house, so they 
would dress up as zombies in the streets. 
Then it became like a cultural phenomenon 
(= a popular trend). It’s also like the idea of 
viral marketing – you want somebody to be 
infected with an idea and tell other people, 
and then they’ll be infected and pass it 
along2. I really just showed them fun stuff 
that I liked.

I had a really amazing response, and lots 
of people came up to me afterward, saying: 
“Wow, you’re really good at this. We’d 
like you to come and speak with us about 
it.” And I realized that I may not have had 
experience working in social media, but 
I had the love for it.

So I started consulting3, and doing 
a lot of self-learning and online courses. 
Even if there was a social media event in 
San Francisco, I would follow the tweets, 
read all the links, and read books from 
the speakers. Then I started hiring a team 
so we could actually run channels for 
Czech companies.
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Vocabulary
1 corporate world ["kO;p(@)r@t]  – svět velkých firem
2 to pass sth along – předat něco dál
3 to consult [k@n"sVlt]  – poskytovat konzultace
4 brand awareness – povědomí o značce

glossary
MBA – Masters in Business Administration; university 

degree in business management
time-lapse – showing how the same scene changes 

over time

Finding My PlAce 
How Belinda Filippelli got her start in social media
Belinda Filippelli, founder of the czech 
social media agency goViral.cz, didn’t 
know that her hobby was actually 
the perfect training for a future career. 

Four apps 
that belinda loves

Twitter This is something that 
I really, really enjoy. It’s such 
a simple tool, but it’s actually 
so simple that it’s hard for 

people to understand how to use it 
effectively (= well). 

instagram There is so much 
content there that my clients 
don’t know about. If they 
create an account, they can 

follow hashtags (#) and “like” the brand 
awareness4 that users are creating 
naturally.

yelp It’s not new in the US, but 
it is here in Prague. It’s just such 
a great source of information 
about local businesses.

Hyperlapse It’s like 
a time‑lapse* video, stabilized 
(= without shaking), on your 
phone, and then you can use it 

on Instagram and Facebook. My team has 
had a lot of fun with that one. 

 Belinda loves social media, so she made it her job.

Caption

Click here to take a virtual tour of 
the GoViral offices at the Studio Savec 

and meet some of Belinda’s team.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7LU068wy5go&feature=youtu.be

